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Abstract
We consider the fixed point equation x D F.x/ with a continuous and inclusion isotone in-
terval function F V IRn ! IRn. The iteration xkC1 D F.xk/ converges monotonically (xkC1 
xk) to a fixed point of F if x1  x0. We prove a theorem on an accelerated monotone iteration
and apply it to systems of linear and nonlinear equations. For linear fixed point equations
(x D Ax C b), we also present a modified single step method. © 2001 Elsevier Science Inc.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Contents
In the first section, we give a brief overview on related papers and introduce two
new terms in interval arithmetic. Section 2 contains the central theorem on an accel-
erated iteration algorithm for enclosing interval fixed points. Applications to linear
and nonlinear problems are shown in Section 3, and numerical examples in Section
4. In Section 5, we collect some results on sublinear operators which are used for the
proofs.
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1.2. Related papers
In 1952, Collatz [8] already investigated iteration methods to enclose a fixed point
of a monotone operator. Schröder also considered antitone operators [21] and mono-
tone decomposable operators [22] (see also [5,9,23]). Albrecht [1] handled linear
systems x D Ax C b with perturbations in A and b. He used total and single step
methods to monotonically enclose a fixed “point” x of an interval system x D Ax C
b. Other interval iteration methods (symmetric single step, overrelaxation) for this
problem are considered in [3,4,12,26].
Throughout the paper we will consider monotonically converging interval se-
quences. An assumption in our theorems will be the inclusion F.x0/  x0. However,
we will not discuss how to get an initial interval vector x0 satisfying this inclusion.
This topic is handled in [5–7,12,15,16,20].
Acceleration methods for the monotone successive approximation in the case of
linear systems were already proposed in [2,6,17,19,24]. With the exception of Braess
[6], they considered noninterval systems only. Braess, however, presented an accel-
erated iteration method for perturbed systems. Even though he did not use interval
notation, his method (see Section 3.1) actually is a special case of our method.
1.3. Preliminaries
We assume an elementary knowledge of interval arithmetics. Throughout the pa-
per we use the following notations. By IR, IRn, IRmn we denote the set of real
intervals, real interval vectors, and real interval matrices. Comparisons 6,<, the ab-
solute value j  j, the midpoint m./, the width w./, and the bounds (a VD inf.a/, a VD
sup.a/) are used entrywise. The interval vector V VD Tinf V; sup V U of a bounded
subset V  Rn is called the interval hull of V. A thin interval vector Tx; xU (interval
matrix TA;AU) is called point vector (point matrix). The spectral radius of a real
matrix A 2 Rnn is denoted by .A/. A is nonnegative if and only if 0 6 A holds. I
will always denote the identity matrix.
Elementary interval operations (C;−; ; =) are defined as usual (see e.g. [14]). An
important property of interval arithmetic is the subdistributivity
a.b C c/  ab C ac .a; b; c 2 IR/:
We introduce the minimal boundary distance .x; y/ of two interval vectors x; y 2
IRn. It is a real vector with the components
.x; y/j D minfjxj − yj j; jxj − yj jg:
The minimal boundary distance of two interval matrices is defined analogously. It
can easily be shown that the inverted triangle inequality
.x; y/ C .y; z/ 6 .x; z/ (1)
holds for z  y  x.
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The minimal absolute bound of an interval matrix A 2 IRmn will be used in
Section 3. It is defined by#A#VD .A; 0/, that is#A# ij D minfjAij j; jAij jg.
The following theorems contain some important properties of the above quanti-
ties.
Theorem 1. Let x; y; z 2 IRn. Then:
(a) y  x ) y C T−.x; y/; .x; y/U  x;
(b) y  x; y C z  x; m.z/ D 0 ) z  T−.x; y/; .x; y/U.
Proof.
(a) Trivial.
(b) From y − jzj D y C z > x and y C jzj D y C z 6 x it follows that jzj 6 y − x
and jzj 6 x − y, and hence jzj 6 .x; y/ which implies the statement. 
Theorem 2. Let a; b 2 IR and 0 6 c 2 R. Then
ab C#a#T−c; cU  a.b C T−c; cU/:
Proof. Case 1: For a > 0 we have
a b 6 a b; a b 6 a b; a.b − c/ 6 a.b C c/; a.b − c/ 6 a.b C c/;
a.b C T−c; cU/DTminfa b − ac; a b − acg; maxfa b C ac; a b C acgU
Tminfa b; a bg−#a#c; maxfa b; a bgC#a#cU
DabC#a#T−c; cU:
Case 2: For a < 0 we have
a b > a b; a b > a b; a.b − c/ > a.b C c/; a.b − c/ > a.b C c/;
a.b C T−c; cU/DTminfa b C ac; a b C acg; maxfa b − ac; a b − acgU
Tminfa b; a bg−#a#c; maxfa b; a bgC#a#cU
DabC#a#T−c; cU:
Case 3: For 0 2 a we have
a b 6 a b; a b 6 a b; a.b − c/ 6 a.b C c/; a.b C c/ 6 a.b − c/;
a.b C T−c; cU/DTminfa b − ac; a b C acg; maxfa b C ac; a b − acgU
Tminfa b; a bg−#a#c; maxfa b; a bgC#a#cU
DabC#a#T−c; cU:
The statement is valid in every case. 
Theorem 3. Let A 2 IRmn; x 2 IRn; and 0 6 v 2 Rn. Then
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Ax C#A#T−v; vU  A.x C T−v; vU/:
This property follows directly from Theorem 2. In some sense, it is the counterpart
to the subdistributivity. We have
Ax C#A#T−v; vU  A.x C T−v; vU/  Ax C AT−v; vU:
2. Monotone iteration
2.1. Interval sequences and interval functions
An infinite sequence .xk/1kD0 VD .x0; x1; x2; : : :/ of interval vectors is convergent
if the sequences of the bounds both are convergent. In this case, we have
lim
k ! 1 x
k VD T lim
k ! 1 x
k; lim
k ! 1 x
kU:
If xk  xk−1 holds for all k 2 N, then .xk/1kD0 is called monotonically convergent.
For D  Rn we define ID VD fx 2 IRn j x  Dg. An interval function F V ID !
IRm is continuous in x 2 ID if and only if limk ! 1 F.xk/ D F.x/ holds for all se-
quences .xk/1kD0 with xk 2 ID and limk ! 1 xk D x. F is continuous if and only if it
is continuous in every x 2 ID. F is inclusion isotone if and only if F.y/  F.x/ holds
for all y  x 2 ID.
Let D1  Rn, D2  Rp and let F V ID1 ! ID2 and G V ID2 ! IRm be continu-
ous. Then the interval function H V ID1 ! IRm with H.x/ VD G.F.x// is continuous
too. H is inclusion isotone if F and G are inclusion isotone.
The interval hull of a continuous function f V D ! Rm (D  Rn) is the interval
function F V ID ! IRm defined by
F.x/ VD ff .x/ j x 2 xg for all x 2 ID:
F is inclusion isotone and continuous. For every x 2 ID and every i 2 f1; : : : ; ng
there are vectors vi; wi 2 x with Fi .x/ D Tfi.vi/; fi.wi/U.
An interval vector x 2 ID is called a fixed point of an interval function F V ID !
IRn (D  Rn) if and only if F.x/ D x. If each other fixed point of F is a subset of x,
then x is called the maximal fixed point of F.
2.2. Accelerated successive approximation
A simple iteration scheme for enclosing a fixed point is the interval version of the
method of successive approximation.
Theorem 4 [10, p. 48]. Let F V ID ! IRn .D  Rn/ be a continuous and inclusion
isotone interval function. Let x0 2 ID and F.x0/  x0. Then the recursion formula
xkC1 D F.xk/; k 2 N0;
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defines an infinite sequence .xk/1kD0 which monotonically converges to the maximal
fixed point of F in x0 .i.e. the fixed point which contains every other fixed point
z  x0 of F/.
Proof. The sequence is well defined and monotonically convergent due to the in-
clusion isotonicity. The limit x of .xk/1kD0 is a fixed point due to the continuity. Let
z  x0 be another fixed point. Then we have
z D F.z/  F.x0/ D x1
and by induction z  xk for all k 2 N and hence z  x. 
The fixed point of F is not necessarily unique. However, there is always a maximal
fixed point in x0.
Example 1. Let f V R ! R be defined by
f .x/ D
8<
:
1
2x; x < 0;
x; 0 6 x 6 1;
1
2 .x C 1/; x > 1
and let F V IR ! IR be the hull of f. Then F is continuous and inclusion isotone. For
x0 D T−1; 2U we get
x1 D F.x0/ D

−1
2
;
3
2

 x0
and
xk D F.xk−1/ D

− 1
2k
; 1 C 1
2k

:
The sequence monotonically converges to the maximal fixed point T0; 1U of F. Fur-
ther fixed points are all intervals x  T0; 1U.
We now want to accelerate the iteration without losing monotonicity. In every
iteration step, we add an operation to diminish the width of the calculated interval
vector. The following theorem is the central part of the paper. The proof is given in
Section 5.2.
Theorem 5. Let F V ID ! IRn .D  Rn/ be a continuous and inclusion isotone
interval function. Assume that x0 2 ID; F.x0/  x0; and w.F.x0// < w.x0/. Let a
nonnegative matrix G 2 Rnn satisfy
F.z/ C GT−v; vU  F.z C T−v; vU/ (2)
for all z  x0 and all 0 6 v 2 Rn with z C T−v; vU  x0. Then the sequence
x0; y0; x1; y1; : : : produced by the iteration algorithm
yk D F.xk/;
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xkC1 D Tyk C vk; yk − vkU; k 2 N0; (3)
is well defined and monotonically convergent to the maximal fixed point x of F in
x0 if
0 6 vk and .I − G/vk 6 G.xk; yk/: (4)
Let us apply the accelerated iteration to Example 1. We have y0 D T−0:5; 1:5U
and .x0; y0/ D 0:5. G D 0:5 satisfies condition (2) and v0 D 0:5 satisfies (4). With
these values we get x1 D T0; 1U which is the maximal fixed point.
Remark. In order to satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 5, the nonnegative matrix
G has to fulfil .G/ < 1 (see the proof in Section 5.2) which implies the existence
and the nonnegativity of the inverse of I − G (see Theorem 11 in Section 5.1). This
property is used in the following section.
3. Applications
3.1. Linear systems
In the following, we assume F V IRn ! IRn to be an interval function defined by
F.x/ VD Ax C b with an interval matrix A 2 IRnn and an interval vector b 2 IRn.
The problem
x D F.x/ D Ax C b (5)
is called a linear fixed point problem although we do not deal with linear operators.
The interval space IRn is not a linear space.
It is well known that the fixed point is unique if and only if .jAj/ < 1 holds
(see e.g. [4,14]). A connection between the fixed points of the real (noninterval)
problems x D Ax C b (A 2 Rnn; b 2 Rn) and the above interval problem can be
found in [44, pp. 144, 145] or in [12].
Theorem 6. Let .jAj/ < 1 and let x be the fixed point of F .which is unique/.
Then the inclusion
fx D Ax C b j A 2 A; b 2 bg  x
is valid.
The following theorem gives a generalization of the interval single step method.
The proof is shown in Section 5.2.
Theorem 7. Let us assume that A D M C N and .jMj/ < 1. Then the iteration
scheme
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xkC1 VD MxkC1 C Nxk C b; k 2 N0;
is well defined for each initial vector x0 2 IRn. If x1  x0 and w.x1/ < w.x0/; then
this iteration converges monotonically to the unique solution z of
z D Mz C Nz C b;
which contains the unique fixed point x of F. We have x D z if Az D Mz C Nz
holds in addition.
Setting M D 0, we get the total step method. Setting Mij D Aij for i > j and
Mij D 0 for i 6 j , we get the single step method. In both cases we have .jMj/ D 0
and Ax D Mx C Nx for all x 2 IRn.
As in Theorem 5, we add an acceleration step to each iteration step.
Theorem 8. Let us assume that A D M C N and .jMj/ < 1. Let x0; y0 2 IRn be
two interval vectors with y0 D My0 C Nx0 C b; y0  x0; and w.y0/ < w.x0/. Then
the iteration
yk D Myk C Nxk C b;
xkC1 D Tyk C vk; yk − vkU; k 2 N0;
is well defined and monotonically convergent to the unique solution z 2 IRn of z D
Mz C Nz C b if only
0 6 vk and .I − G/vk 6 G.xk; yk/ (6)
with G VD .I−#M#/−1 #N#. z contains the unique fixed point x of F. We have
x D z if Az D Mz C Nz holds in addition.
The proof is given in Section 5.2. It reveals that the above method is indeed a
special case of the general accelerated method from Theorem 5.
For M D 0, we get the modified total step method. In the modified single step
method we set Mij D Aij for i > j and Mij D 0 for i 6 j .
Two simple examples show the extreme results which the acceleration process
(i.e. the second line of the algorithm) can produce.
Example 2. The unique solution of the fixed point equation x D T0; 0:5Ux is x D 0.
With x0 D T−1; 1U, the ordinary iteration
xkC1 D T0; 0:5Uxk
yields the intervals xk D T−.1=2/k; .1=2/kU. In the modified total (or single) step
method, conditions (6) require vk D 0 due to G D#A#D 0. We get
xkC1 D Tyk C vk; yk − vkU D yk:
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The ordinary iteration cannot be accelerated by the modified total step method at
all. In contrast to that, we get an optimal acceleration in the following example.
Example 3. The unique solution of x D T−0:5; 0:5Ux is again x D 0.
With x0 D T−1; 1U, the ordinary iteration
xkC1 D T−0:5; 0:5Uxk
again yields xk D T−.1=2/k; .1=2/kU. We have y0 D T−0:5; 0:5Ux0 D T−0:5; 0:5U,
.x0; y0/ D 0:5, and#A#D 0:5. The inequalitiy
.1−#A#/v0 D 0:5 v0 6 0:25 D#A#.x0; y0/
is fulfilled for v0 D 0:5. We get
x1 D Ty0 C v0; y0 − v0U D 0:
The fixed point is obtained in a single modified iteration step, whereas the ordi-
nary iteration requires infinitely many steps.
Remark. We can obtain the fixed point x D 0 in Example 2 in a single modified
step if we choose M D 1=4 and N D T−1=4; 1=4U.
Now we want to discuss the choice of the vector vk in our method in the case of
large systems .n  1/. One possibility is
vk VD .I − G/−1G.xk; yk/:
However, this choice requires an additional matrix vector multiplication in each it-
eration step. Each step is nearly twice as expensive as an ordinary step. For the
following choice, this is not the case. Furthermore, we do not need the inverse of
I − G. Let 0 6 z 2 Rn and let
vk D ckGz with ck D min
i2J

.xk; yk/i
zi − .Gz/i

; (7)
where J D fi 2 f1; : : : ; ng j zi − .Gz/i > 0g. From 0 6 .I − G/−1 (see the remark
in the previous section) it follows immediately that J is not empty. The values ck
satisfy
ck.I − G/z 6 .xk; yk/:
Due to 0 6 G, we get (6):
.I − G/vk D ckG.I − G/z 6 G.xk; yk/:
Note that Gz does not depend on the step number k. The costs to evaluate vk depend
on n linearly.
Now we have to choose a suitable vector z. In the examples in Section 4 we use
z D w.x0/. This is motivated by the following considerations. For the nonperturbed
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problem x D Ax C b with A 2 Rnn, .A/ < 1, and b 2 Rn, the width of the fixed
point is w.x/ D 0. Let M C N D A with .M/ < 1. Then the interval vector y0,
defined by y0 D My0 C Nx0 C b, satisfies
w.y0/ D jMjw.y0/ C jN jw.x0/ D#M#w.y0/C#N#w.x0/
and hence w.y0/ D Gw.x0/. Assume that y0 lies in the center of x0, i.e. m.y0/ D
m.x0/. Then we have
.x0; y0/ D 1
2
.w.x0/ − w.y0// D 1
2
.I − G/w.x0/
and
c0 D min
i2J

1=2..I − G/w.x0//i
..I − G/w.x0//i

D 1
2
:
We get
v0 D 1
2
Gw.x0/ D 1
2
w.y0/
and hence w.x1/ D w.y0/ − 2v0 D 0. The first iteration step already yields the exact
solution.
In Section 1.2, we mentioned the method of Braess. In [6], he describes a modified
total step and a modified single step method which also satisfy the conditions of
Theorem 5. In our notation, he uses the acceleration factor
ck D k1 −  with  D minzi 6D0

.Gz/i
zi

and k VD min
zi 6D0

.xk; yk/i
zi

;
which is always less than or equal to our ck from (7). He proposes to choose a vector
z which lies near the eigenvector of G to the eigenvalue .G/.
3.2. Nonlinear systems
In more general problems, the difficulty is to find a matrix G satisfying (2). We do
not go into details. The following theorem just gives one example to obtain a matrix
G for a certain class of interval functions F.
Theorem 9. Let a 2 IRm and x0 2 IRn. Let for every parameter vector a 2 a the
function f a V x0 ! Rn be continuously differentiable and let f a.x/ continuously
depend on a. Let F.x/ VD ff a.x/ j x 2 x; a 2 ag for all interval vectors x  x0.
Let F0ij 2 IR be a superset of fof ai =oxj .x/ j x 2 x0; a 2 ag and define the nonnega-
tive matrix G 2 Rnn by Gij VD minfjcj j c 2 F0ij g. Then we have
F.x/ C GT−v; vU  F.x C T−v; vU/
for every nonnegative vector v and interval vector x with x C T−v; vU  x0.
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Proof. For every i 2 f1; : : : ; ng there is a vector x 2 x and an a 2 a (we omit in-
dicating the dependence on i) with f ai .x/ D F i.x/ VD min.Fi .x// (see Section 2.1).
Let
j 2 J 0 V, 0 2 F0ij ; j 2 JC V, 0 < F 0ij ; j 2 J− V, 0 > F 0ij :
For a fixed nonnegative vector v, we define w 2 Rn by
wj VD
8<
:
0; j 2 J 0
−vj ; j 2 JC for j D 1; : : : ; n:
vj ; j 2 J−
Then, every z 2 x0 satisfies
nX
jD1
of ai
oxj
.z/wj D −
nX
jD1
of
a
i
oxj
.z/
 jwj j 6 −
nX
jD1
Gij vj
since Gij 6 j
(
of ai =oxj

.z/j for j 62 J 0 and Gij D 0 for j 2 J 0. Due to w 2 T−v; vU
and x C w 2 x C T−v; vU, there is a vector z 2 Rn with
F i.x C T−v; vU/ 6 f ai .x C w/ D f ai .x/ C
nX
jD1
of ai
oxj
.z/wj
and hence
F i.x C T−v; vU/ 6 F i.x/ −
nX
jD1
Gij vj :
Analogously one shows F i.x C T−v; vU/ > F i.x/ C PnjD1 Gij vj and hence gets
F.x/ C GT−v; vU  F.x C T−v; vU/. 
Let us also consider a combination of “linear” and nonlinear terms. Theorem 3
and 9 yield:
Corollary 10. Let the conditions of Theorem 9 hold and let A 2 IRnn; b 2 IRn;
and D D x0 2 IRn. Let OF V ID ! IRn be defined by OF.x/ VD F.x/ C Ax C b and let
OG VD GC#A#. Then the inclusion
OF.x/ C OGT−v; vU  OF.x C T−v; vU/
holds for 0 6 v and x C T−v; vU  x0.
Even if we cannot estimate the derivatives of f a , we can set G D 0 and nev-
ertheless get an accelerated iteration due to the “linear” part Ax. For large systems,
one can compute an acceleration vector vk as described in the previous
section.
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3.3. Problems in practice
If we want to implement the accelerated iteration on a computer, then we have to
face some difficulties. A digital computer can only represent a finite number of reals.
The operations are afflicted with rounding errors. However, some programming lan-
guages (e.g. Pascal-xsc, c-xsc) provide a machine interval arithmetic which guaran-
tees the inclusion isotonicity of the machine operations by using directed rounding.
This is often sufficient for a problem-free implementation of a method. The program
computes machine numbers which represent intervals containing the correct result.
However, this is not the case for our accelerated iteration.
Let us first consider the ordinary iteration xkC1 D F.xk/. In general, the computer
cannot evaluate F.xk/. It uses a different iteration xkC1 VD H.xk/ with an inclusion
isotone function H with F.xk/  H.xk/. If we have x1 D H.x0/  x0 and w.x1/ <
w.x0/, then the machine iteration monotonically converges to an interval vector z
which is not identical to the fixed point x of F in general. However, the monotonicity
and the inclusion x  z are guaranteed.
Regarding this, the acceleration step raises some difficulties. The first one is the
symmetry. It is important to cut both bounds of yk by the same quantity vk . Other-
wise, the monotonicity of the iteration and hence the inclusion property is at risk.
However, it is not always possible to cut both sides the same way on the machine.
Another difficulty is caused by condition (4). We cannot guarantee that our rounded
vk satisfies this condition. Even if we round vk downwards, (4) may be broken and
the inclusion of x may get lost in the following step already.
Despite these problems, the algorithm can be implemented usefully. Every accel-
eration step (which may be inaccurate) is followed by a function evaluation yk D
H.xk/  F.xk/. As long as yk  xk and w.yk/ < w.xk/ are fulfilled, the inclusion
of x is guaranteed independently on former calculations. (If we know that the fixed
point is unique, then yk  xk is sufficient.) If, for some k, these conditions are not
longer satisfied, then we simply delete the previous acceleration step and continue
with an ordinary iteration step applied to yk−1. However, this never happened in a
wealth of numerical tests unless the bounds of the fixed point were already reached
with machine accuracy. In this case, however, the acceleration vector is small anyway.
4. Numerical examples
We have implemented the modified total step method and the modified single
step method for linear fixed point equations (5) as described in Section 3.1 on a SUN
Sparcstation 2. We used the programming language pascal-xsc (see [11]) with IEEE
double format (53 binary digits 16 decimal digits). In the tables below we printed
the number of steps the methods needed to reach an inclusion with the indicated
width wmax in the widest component. T denotes the total step method, S the single
step method, and mT and mS the modified versions.
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In the examples below, the ordinary iteration is relatively slow since the spec-
tral radii of jAj are large (near 1). In this case, the acceleration can be extremely
effective. The rate of the acceleration is not bounded and does not depend on the
dimension of the problem. In each dimension, one can find problems where the ac-
celeration fails completely as well as problems which can be solved by the modi-
fied methods in a single step whereas the ordinary methods require infinitely many
steps.
Example 4.
A D
0
@ T−0:001; 0:001U T−0:491;−0:49U T0:42; 0:421UT0:45; 0:451U T−0:001; 0:001U T0:45; 0:451U
T−0:421;−0:42U T0:49; 0:491U T−0:001; 0:001U
1
A ;
bi D T1; 1:001U; x0i D T−10; 12U; i D 1; 2; 3:
Solution (rounded outwards):
x  .T0:66258; 0:73936U; T2:0592; 2:1365U; T1:6959; 1:7735U/T:
Widest component: w.x3/  0:0775.
wmax T S mT mS
<0.1 72 37 14 6
<0.078 112 56 23 9
Example 5.
A D
0
BBBBBB@
T−0:19; −0:18U −0:23 T0; 0:01U T−0:01; 0U T−0:5; −0:48U 0
0 T−0:5; −0:48U T−0:01; 0U T0; 0:01U −0:23 T−0:19; −0:18U
T0:18; 0:19U T0; 0:01U T0; 0:01U T0:24; 0:25U 0 T0:48; 0:5U
T0:4; 0:42U 0 T0:24; 0:25U T0; 0:01U T0:08; 0:09U T0:18; 0:19U
0 0:4 0:2 0 T0:3; 0:35U T0; 0:01U
0 0 0:2 0:4 T0:3; 0:35U T0; 0:01U
1
CCCCCCA
;
bi D 0; x0i D T−8; 8U for i D 1; : : : ; 6:
Solution: xi D 0.
wmax T S mT mS
<1 58 35 6 5
<0.1 105 64 11 10
<0.001 200 120 21 18
<0.00001 295 177 32 27
In the following example, the table also shows the computation time.
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Example 6.
n D 1000; Ai;j D 0 except for:
Ai;i D T−0:02; 0:02U for i D 1; : : : ; 1000;
Ai;iC1 D T0:3; 0:31U; Ai;i−1 D T−0:21;−0:2U for i D 2; : : : ; 999;
A1;2 D T−0:51;−0:5U; A1000;999 D T0:5; 0:51U;
Ai;iC2 D AiC2;i D T−0:01; 0:01U for i D 1; : : : ; 998;
Ai;iC500 D T0:4; 0:41U; AiC500;i D T−0:41;−0:4U for i D 1; : : : ; 500:
bi D .−1/iT0; 0:01U; x0i D T−100; 100U for i D 1; : : : ; 1000:
wmax T S mT mS
<10 100 .28m/ 57 .18m/ 7 .3m/ 6 .3m/
< 1 188 (52) 107 (34) 33 (10) 25 (9)
<0.5 235 (65) 134 (42) 62 (18) 44 (15)
At the end, we give two nonlinear examples where we apply Corollary 10.
Example 7.
x D a

cos.x2/
cos.x1/

C
T0:4; 0:41U 0:4
0:4 T0:4; 0:41U

x C
 T0; 0:01U
T−0:01; 0U

with a D T0:1; 0:11U, x0i D T−10; 12U.
Solution (rounded outwards): x  .T0:40394; 0:56514U; T0:39337; 0:55458U/T.
Widest component: w.x2/  0:161.
OG D#A#D

0:4 0:4
0:4 0:4

wmax T mT
<1 19 4
<0.2 36 10
<0.162 62 23
Example 8.
x D a
p
x2p
x1

C
T0:4; 0:41U 0:4
0:4 T0:4; 0:41U

x C

1
2

with a D T0:2; 0:21U, x0 D .T6; 16U; T7; 17U/T.
Solution (rounded outwards): x  .T10:297; 11:180U; T11:268; 12:160U/T.
Widest component: w.x2/  0:891.
OG D

0 0:024
0:025 0

C#A#D

0:4 0:424
0:425 0:4

:
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wmax T mT
<2 12 2
<1 25 10
<0.892 53 39
In the last example, the acceleration factor ck quickly becomes very small. It
vanishes for k > 12. That is, from the 13th step, we use the ordinary iteration.
5. Tools and proofs
5.1. Nonnegative matrices and sublinear operators
For the proofs of our theorems we use some results from [14,25].
Theorem 11 [14, pp. 86–88; 25, p. 83]. Let 0 6 A 2 Rnn. Then:
(a) A 6 B ) .A/ 6 .B/.
(b) .A/ < 1 , there is a vector v 2 Rn with 0 < v and Av < v.
(c) .A/ < 1 , .I − A/−1 exists and 0 6 .I − A/−1.
Definition 1 [14]. An inclusion isotone interval function F V IRn ! IRm is a sublin-
ear operator if for all x; y 2 IRn and c 2 R the following holds:
(S1) F.cx/ D cF.x/ (homogeneity).
(S2) F.x C y/  F.x/ C F.y/ (subadditivity).
Definition 2 [14]. The absolute value of a sublinear operator F V IRn ! IRm is the
.m; n/-matrix
jFj VD jF.T−I; I U/j VD j.F.T−e1; e1U/; F.T−e2; e2U/; : : : ; F.T−en; enU//j;
where ej 2 Rn is the jth unit vector (i.e. the vector with the entry 1 in the jth com-
ponent and the entry 0 in all other components).
F is called normal if w.F.x// > jFjw.x/ holds for all x 2 IRn.
The interval function F V IRn ! IRm defined by F.x/ VD Ax (A 2 IRmn) is a
normal sublinear operator with jFj D jAj.
Theorem 12 [14, pp. 143, 144]. Let F; G V IRn ! IRn be sublinear operators with
.jFjjGj/ < 1 and let b 2 IRn. Then the following holds:
(a) The interval function H V IRn ! IRn defined by H.x/ D F.G.x/ C b/ is contin-
uous and inclusion isotone. It has a unique fixed point x for every b 2 IRn.
(b) The iteration xkC1 VD H.xk/ converges to x for every x0 2 IRn.
(c) H.x/  x implies x  x. H.x/  x implies x  x.
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(d) The interval function P V IRn ! IRn with P.b/ D x , x D F.G.x/ C b/ is sub-
linear.
(e) If F and G are normal; then P is normal and jPj D .I − jFjjGj/−1jFj.
Theorem 13 [14, pp. 144, 145]. Let F; G V IRn ! IRn be normal and sublinear
operators. If two interval vectors b; x 2 IRn satisfy
w.F.G.x/ C b// < w.x/;
then we have .jFjjGj/ < 1.
5.2. Proofs
Proof of Theorem 5. This is subdivided into six parts:
(I) G w.z/ 6 w.F.z// holds for all z  x0.
Proof: Due to z D m.z/ C T− 12w.z/; 12w.z/U and G D jGj, assumption (2) implies
G w.z/DjGj w

−1
2
w.z/;
1
2
w.z/

Dw

G

−1
2
w.z/;
1
2
w.z/

6w

F.m.z// C G

−1
2
w.z/;
1
2
w.z/

6w.F.z//:
(II) .G/ < 1:
Proof: From (I) we have
G w.x0/ 6 w.F.x0// D w.y0/ < w.x0/:
G > 0 and w.x0/ > w.y0/ > 0 hence imply .G/ < 1 according to Theorem
11b.
(III) (3) is well defined: vk 6 12w.yk/:
Proof: Let yk  xk. Then we also have yk C T−.xk; yk/; .xk; yk/U  xk (Theorem
1a). Since F is inclusion isotone, assumption (2) yields
yk D F.xk/F.yk C T−.xk; yk/; .xk; yk/U/
F.yk/ C GT−.xk; yk/; .xk; yk/U
and hence according to (I) and due to the nonnegativity of G:
w.yk/>w.F.yk/ C Gw.T−.xk; yk/; .xk; yk/U/
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>G w.yk/ C 2G.xk; yk/:
Together with this result, assumption (4) yields
.I − G/vk 6 G .xk; yk/ 6 12 .I − G/ w.yk/:
Due to .G/ < 1 (see (II)) the matrix .I − G/−1 exists and is nonnegative (Theorem
11c). Hence, we get
vk 6 12w.y
k/:
(IV) Monotonicity: ykC1  xkC1  yk:
Proof: xkC1  yk is obvious. Let yk  xk and hence yk C T−.xk; yk/; .xk; yk/U  xk
(Theorem 1a). From 0 6 vk 6 Gvk C G.xk; yk/ (assumption (4)) it follows that
T−vk; vkU  GT−vk; vkU C GT−.xk; yk/; .xk; yk/U
and hence according to assumption (2) and Theorem 1a
ykC1 C T−vk; vkUDF.xkC1/ C T−vk; vkU
F.xkC1/ C GT−vk; vk U C GT−.xk; yk/; .xk; yk/U
F.xkC1 C T−vk; vkU/ C GT−.xk; yk/; .xk; yk/U
F.yk C T−.xk; yk/; .xk; yk/U/
F.xk/ D yk D xkC1 C T−vk; vkU:
This implies ykC1  xkC1.
(V) Convergence to a fixed point follows from the monotonicity of the iteration
sequence and from the continuity of F.
(VI) Convergence to the maximal fixed point.
Proof: Let z  x0 be a fixed point of F. Then
z D F.z/  F.x0/ D y0  x0:
Let z  yk  xk . Then assumption (2) and Theorem 1a yield
z C GT−.xk; z/; .xk; z/UDF.z/ C GT−.xk; z/; .xk; z/U
F.z C T−.xk; z/; .xk; z/U/
F.xk/ D yk:
From m.GT−.xk; z/; .xk; z/U/ D 0 we get the inclusion
G T−.xk; z/; .xk; z/U  T−.yk; z/; .yk; z/U
(Theorem 1b) and hence G .xk; z/ 6 .yk; z/: The inverted triangle inequality
.xk; z/ > .xk; yk/ C .yk; z/ (see (1)) yields
G.xk; yk/ C G.yk; z/ 6 .yk; z/
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and by using assumption (4)
.I − G/.yk; z/ > G.xk; yk/ > .I − G/vk:
0 6 .I − G/−1 (Theorem 11c) implies .yk; z/ > vk: Using Theorem 1b, we get
xkC1 D Tyk C vk; yk − vkU  Tyk C .yk; z/; yk − .yk; z/U  z
and finally
z D F.z/  F.xkC1/ D ykC1  xkC1:
Hence, z is also contained in the limit x of the sequence .xk/1kD0. x is the maximal
fixed point of F in x0. 
Proof of Theorem 7. Due to .jMj/ < 1, the fixed point equation x D Mx C c has
a unique solution P.c/ for each c 2 IRn (Theorem 12a). Hence, the iteration method
xkC1 D H.xk/ with H.x/ VD P.Nx C b/ is well defined for every x0 2 IRn. More-
over, P is sublinear and normal according to Theorems 12d and 12e. We have 0 6
jPjjNj D .I − jMj/−1jNj. On the other hand, we have .jPjjNj/ < 1 since w.x1/ <
w.x0/ (Theorem 13). Hence, Theorem 11c yields
0 6 .I − .I − jMj/−1jNj/−1 D .I − .jMj C jNj//−1.I − jMj/:
Due to 0 6 jPj D .I − jMj/−1, we get 0 6 .I − .jMj C jNj//−1 and, by applying
Theorem 11c again, .jMj C jNj/ < 1. Due to jM C Nj 6 jMj C jNj, Theorem 11a
yields .jAj/ < 1. According to Theorem 12a, there is a unique fixed point x of F
and a unique fixed point z of H which is the unique solution of z D Mz C Nz C b
at the same time. The subdistributivity yields
z D Mz C Nz C b  Az C b;
which implies x  z according to Theorem 12c. In the case Az D Mz C Nz we
obviously have z D x. 
Proof of Theorem 8. Let P denote the sublinear operator defined by
x D P.c/ , x D Mx C c
and let H.x/ VD P.Nx C b/. As in the proof of Theorem 7, one shows:
(a) yk is uniquely defined for xk 2 IRn.
(b) F and H have unique fixed points x and z, respectively.
(c) x D z if Az D Mz C Nz. Otherwise, x  z.
We now show the monotone convergence.
Due to .jMj/ < 1 and 0 6#M#6 jMj, Theorem 4a,c yields 0 6 .I−#M#/−1
and hence 0 6 G. With 0 6 v 2 Rn, we get
.I−#M#/Gv D#N#v; i.e., Gv D#N#vC#M#Gv
and hence
T−Gv;GvU D#N#T−v; vUC#M#T−Gv;GvU:
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For an arbitrary x 2 IRn, Theorem 3 yields
r0 VDH.x/ C T−Gv;GvU
D MH.x/ C Nx C bC#N#T−v; vUC#M#T−Gv;GvU
 M.H.x/ C T−Gv;GvU/ C N.x C T−v; vU/ C b
D Mr0 C N.x C T−v; vU/ C b:
According to Theorem 12c, the relation r0  r VD H.x C T−v; vU/ holds since r is
the unique solution of
r D Mr C N.x C T−v; vU/ C b:
Hence we have
H.x/ C GT−v; vU  H.x C T−v; vU/ for all x 2 IRn; 0 6 v 2 Rn:
All the conditions of Theorem 5 are fulfilled. The iteration method monotonically
converges to z. 
6. Conclusions
We have modified the iteration scheme xkC1 D F.xk/ to accelerate the monotone
convergence to a fixed point of the interval function F. In the case of linear systems
x D Ax C b, the extra costs for the acceleration of the total or single step meth-
od are low. Simple examples show that the acceleration can sometimes vanish and
sometimes become arbitrarily fast.
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